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The Starter Series Teleprompters come in a wide range of sizes and configurations.  
Our most popular 17” prompter offers 4 turnkey teleprompting solutions in 1: standard                     
on-camera, straight-read above camera, on tripod and floor standing. All monitors feature 
a 4:3 format which is essential for reducing scanning movement in presenters’ eyes, 
and every prompter is delivered with everything you need to start prompting in one box, 
including a camera riser system that secures onto the tripod camera plate and QStart 
prompting software. 

19” 15”17” 10” 8”Monitor Size

HDMI, RCA/Phono 
(Composite), VGA

HDMI, RCA/Phono 
(Composite), VGA

HDMI, RCA/Phono 
(Composite), VGA

RCA/Phono       
(Composite), VGA

HDMI, RCA/Phono 
(Composite), VGAVideo Inputs

7m (22ft) 5m (17ft)6m (20ft) 4m (13ft) 3m (10ft)Reading Range

On-camera, straight-
read above cam-

era, on tripod, floor 
standing

On-camera, straight-
read above camera, 

on tripod, floor 
standing

On-camera, straight-
read above camera, 

on tripod, floor 
standing

On-camera, straight-
read below camera 

teleprompter
On-cameraConfigurations

OCU-SSP19D N/AOCU-SSP17D N/A N/AStraight-read 
only version*

Medium Wide Angle Medium Wide AngleMedium Wide Angle Small Wide Angle Small Wide AngleHood Size

7.8 Kgs  (17.1lbs) 6.6 Kgs (14.5 lbs)7.6 kgs (16.7 lbs) 3.3kgs (7.2 lbs) 2.5kgs (5.5lbs)Weight

300 nits 300 nits300 nits 300 nits 250 nitsBrightness

QStart QStartQStart QStart QStartSoftware

400:1 400:1450:1 400:1 500:1Contrast Ratio

19” PROMPTER 15” PROMPTER17” PROMPTER 10” PROMPTER 8” PROMPTER
OCU-SSP19 OCU-SSP15OCU-SSP17 OCU-SSP10 OCU-SSP08

*For specifications of straight-read only prompters please visit autocue.com
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iPAD TELEPROMPTER

PACKAGES
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Our iPad Teleprompters offer the most lightweight and compact options currently on the 
market for prompting through the lens.  They are available for use with all prompting apps, 
including iAutocue. Additionally, industry leading Qstart software is included as standard 
allowing you to use a dedicated prompter operator, edit swiftly and choose from a wider 
selection of prompter controllers**.

The iPad and iPad Pro 12.9” Prompter feature camera riser systems that secure onto the 
tripod camera plate.  The innovative DSLR iPad Prompter mounts to a standard set of 
15mm LWS rods, making use of existing baseplates and camera accessories for the most 
compact prompting solution.

iPad or iPad Mini [not included]  iPad Pro 12.9” [not included]iPad or iPad Mini [not included]Monitor Size

QStart QStartQStartSoftware

Easy riser suitable for all 
cameras up to ENG style

Easy riser suitable for all 
cameras up to ENG style

Prompter attaches to 15mm LWS 
rods. Camera mounting and rods 

can be purchased separately.
Camera fixing

Small Wide Angle Medium Wide AngleSmall Wide AngleHood Size

OCU-SSPIPADMA N/AN/AStraight-read 
only version* 

3m (10ft) 4.5m (15ft)3m (10ft)Reading Range

2.5 kgs (5.5 lbs) 4.9Kg (11lbs)1.9kgs (4.2lbs)Weight

iPAD PROMPTER DSLR iPAD PROMPTER  iPAD PRO 12.9” PROMPTER
OCU-SSPIPADP OCU-SSPDSLR/IPAD OCU-SSPIPADPRO

** QStart control of iPad prompters requires 3rd party desktop extension app
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• Improved production workflow
• Reduced production time
• Strengthened connection with the audience 
• Increased confidence of on-screen talent



PROMPTING SOFTWARE

QSTART
QStart is professional prompting software with dual-
screen functionality that reverses the script for reflection 
in the prompt monitor and keeps it the right way round 
on the PC screen. It can be used with any teleprompter 
from any manufacturer.  Other standard features in QStart 
Prompting Software include:

• multi-language text and menus
• icon-based action buttons
• multiple prompter control options
• import of .doc, .rtf and .txt files
• script markers and assignable hot keys for    

added speed and flexibility

QStart is supplied on a USB drive with all Starter Series 
teleprompting packages and includes both PC and 
Mac versions to begin prompting at any time. A single 
computer version of QStart can be downloaded for free 
at autocue.com.

Our lightweight manual 
conference teleprompter 
package is specifically 
designed for events where a 
speaker is addressing an audience.  
Both the stand’s height and the 
angle of the prompting glass are fully 
adjustable to match the eye-line of the 
presenter, ensuring perfect positioning.  

Each package includes everything 
you need for one conference system, 
although they are often used in pairs to 
provide a continuously visible script to 
the presenter as they scan the audience.

STARTER SERIES 
ACCESSORIES

STARTER SERIES 
CONFERENCE TELEPROMPTER

17”

8.5kgs (18.7 lbs)

Monitor Size

Weight

Composite (BNC), VGA, S-Video

QStart

Video Inputs

Software

STARTER SERIES CONFERENCE PROMPTER
ESP-MAN/SSP17

Wired iPad/ iPad Mini Con-
troller for iAutocue App

SSP15/17/19 
Carry Case 

USB / Serial Foot Control 
(not compatible with QStart Mac)

USB ShuttleXpress 
Control

SSP10 / iPad Portable 
Carry Case 

Wireless Mouse 
Control

CON-IPAD

CAS-SSP17/L

CON-FC/USB/001 • CON-FC/SERIAL

CON-SE

CAS-SSP10B

CON-WI
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